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Abstract Phase-locking value (PLV) is a potentially useful feature in sensorimotor rhythm-based brain–computer
interface (BCI). However, volume conduction may cause
spurious zero-phase coupling between two EEG signals
and it is not clear whether PLV effects are independent of
spectral amplitude. Volume conduction might be reduced
by spatial filtering, but it is uncertain what impact this
might have on PLV. Therefore, the goal of this study was to
explore whether zero-phase PLV is meaningful and how it
is affected by spatial filtering. Both amplitude and PLV feature were extracted in the frequency band of 10–15 Hz by
classical methods using archival EEG data of 18 subjects
trained on a two-target BCI task. The results show that with
right ear-referenced data, there is meaningful long-range
zero-phase synchronization likely involving the primary
motor area and the supplementary motor area that cannot
be explained by volume conduction. Another novel finding
is that the large Laplacian spatial filter enhances the amplitude feature but eliminates most of the phase information
seen in ear-referenced data. A bipolar channel using phasecoupled areas also includes both phase and amplitude
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information and has a significant practical advantage since
fewer channels required.
Keywords Brain–computer interface (BCI) · Phaselocking value (PLV) · Spatial filters · Zero phase

1 Introduction
A brain–computer interface (BCI) provides a novel communication channel to help those who are unable to generate useful muscular movements, control devices or communicate with the external environment [47]. Phase synchrony
is a popular choice as a BCI control signal. However, there
is a potential problem for the interpretation of phase synchrony since the activity at any pair of electrodes could be
due both to connectivity between distant sources and to
volume conduction (i.e., the conductive properties of the
tissue through which the EEG propagates causes the spatial
smearing of signals).
Measures such as the phase-locking index (PLI) [31,
39] and the imaginary part of coherence [28] are intended
to eliminate the effects of volume conduction by negating effects near zero-phase lag [28, 39]. However, neither of these measures are pure indices of phase-coupling strength because: the imaginary part of coherence
is influenced by both the amplitude of the signal and
phase delay [31, 39]; PLI is not completely independent of volume conduction effects [31]. In addition, while
larger PLI indicates stronger non-zero phase locking, it
may be the case that not all zero-phase coupling is due
to volume conduction [8, 46]. Both coherence [18, 29,
30, 33] and phase-locking value (PLV) [16, 38] can be
used to estimate the degree of phase synchrony. Coherence (a frequency-domain measure) is the cross-spectral
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density function normalized by the auto-spectral density
functions of the individual channels. It is sensitive to the
magnitude of both time series and the consistency of their
phase relationships [16]. PLV is a function of pure phase
difference and assess the phase-coupling strength independent of amplitude. Therefore, we used PLV in this
study.
It is not clear from the literature whether or not to use
spatial filtering when evaluating phase coupling. Speigler
et al. [38] used a finite impulse response (FIR) band-pass
between 8 and 12 Hz and a common average reference
(CAR) and convolved the resulting signal with a complex
Gabor/Morlet wavelet to compute PLV. Zhou et al. [48]
used a large Laplacian (LL) followed by empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) [10, 13] and a Hilbert transformation. Investigators have used a variety of reference [43, 44]
(e.g., POz reference, ear reference) and re-referencing [45]
techniques (e.g., CAR reference) to study PLV. There are at
least two problems with the choice of reference. Any activity in a reference will be common to all other electrodes.
In addition, re-referencing, as with CAR [45] and large
Laplacian [48] has spatial filtering effects. Andrew and
Pfurtscheller [2] and Florian et al. [11] argue for the use of
spatial filtering when examining coupling because spatial
filtering reduces the effects of volume conduction and better reflects the activity of local sources. Tenke and Kayser
[41] also state that it is better to apply a surface Laplacian
when studying coherence. In contrast, Brunner et al. [6]
recommend not applying spatial filtering when using PLV
as a control feature in BCI.
Since a large Laplacian was shown to improve target
prediction ability based on the square root of band power
(BP) [20], in this study, the PLV extracted using monopolar data (i.e., no spatial filter applied, monopolar condition)
and data after preprocessing by large Laplacian (Laplacian
condition) were compared. BP feature was also studied in
the present study in order to aid the understanding of the
effects of spatial filters on phase synchrony.
Krusienski et al. [15] stated that phase did not add information in addition to that provided by amplitude. But they
did not examine C3/C4 coupling with FCz. Wei et al. [45]
found that combining PLV and amplitude could effectively
improve the classification accuracy. Our result will show
that this largely depends on the way we compute PLV feature (i.e., in Laplacian or monopolar condition) and the
coupling locations that were chosen for computing PLV.
Previous studies of amplitude and phase have suggested
that phase synchrony should increase with increasing
amplitude [5, 9] due to an improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In this context, if there is noise in a channel,
then increasing the amplitude of the signal should improve
the SNR and hence increase PLV. We will show that the
amplitude and PLV feature at zero-phase difference vary in
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opposite directions with monopolar data. This is contrary to
what would be expected based on volume conduction.

2 Methods
2.1 Experiment paradigm and data recording
Eighteen individuals (10 males and 8 females), aged
27–60 years (M = 38.06, SD = 10.90), participated in this
study. All subjects gave informed consent for the study,
which was reviewed and approved by the New York State
Department of Health Institutional Review Board. EEG
recording was performed with subjects seated comfortably
in a reclining chair facing a 51 cm video screen 3 m away.
Subjects were asked to remain motionless during performance. The data were recorded using BCI2000 software
[34] in conjunction with a 64-channel SA instrumentation
amplifier and a Data Translation DT-3003 64 channel A/D
board, to collect EEG activity from 64 channels distributed
over the scalp at standard locations [35]. We used 9-mm tin
electrodes embedded in a cap (Electro-Cap International).
All channels were referenced to the right ear, band-pass filtered (0.1–60 Hz) and digitized at a sampling of 160 Hz.
All users were trained on a simple two-target, onedimensional cursor control task, with the standard online
protocol detailed in [15, 23]. The targets appear on either
the top half or bottom half of the right-edge of the screen.
The users goal was to control the cursor in order to hit the
top or bottom target by the combination of amplitude of
one or several locations or electrodes in sensorimotor cortex, calculated from the 3–4 Hz wide bins in a mu ([9, 15]
Hz) or beta-rhythm band ([20, 25] Hz) according to the linear function that determined each cursor movement:

�V = b(S − a),

(1)

where ΔV was the cursor movement, S was the control signal [e.g., a linear sum of the spectral band-channel combinations (one or more features)], b was the gain, operated
at the end of each 3-min run [24] and a was the mean control signal (S) for the user’s previous performance [21]. The
b and a in Eq. (1) were adjusted independently to eliminate any correlation between the probability that the target
would be hit and the vertical location of the target in order
to ensure that all targets (i.e., upward or downward) were
equally accessible. The control signal S in Eq. (1) can be
expressed in terms of its constituent features (i.e., mu or
beta-rhythm amplitudes) as

S=



wi xi ,

(2)

where xi is the ith feature and wi is the weight given to that
feature based on prior data.
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Each user completed 2–3 sessions per week. After ten
sessions training, users learned to increase or decrease the
spectral amplitude in mu or beta-rhythm band. The data
from the last training session was used for off-line analysis
in this paper. For 17 subjects, this session consisted of 8
runs (mostly around 3 min) separated by 1 min breaks and
each run consisted of 20–30 trials. For one subject, only 6
runs were completed in this session. Across all subjects, the
average number of trials for each task was 98.66 ± 13.8,
and each trial lasted about 3–4 s.
The frequency used online for the 18 subjects was
most often centered at 13 Hz (only 6 were focused in beta
range). Therefore, in this article, we extracted the PLV
and BP feature in [10, 15] Hz. Since the direction of cursor movement produced by sensorimotor rhythm (SMR)
desynchronization was programmed differently in different
subjects, we sorted the data of each subject so that task 1
required BP increase and task 2 required BP decrease based
on the monopolar EEG signal at C3 in the frequency range
of [10, 15] Hz. Linear interpolation was applied to correct
for phase differences caused by the sequential digitization
of channels [22].

2.2 Feature extraction

PLV shows similar results. In this article, we presented the
result based on the whole trial data:


N
1 


j(ϕx (n)−ϕy (n)) 
PLV = 
e
,
(4)
N

n=1

where N is the total number of data points for each trial,
ϕx (n) − ϕy (n) is the instantaneous phase difference
between of EEG signals of channel x and y.
Hilbert transformation was applied in determining the
instantaneous phase of EEG signals:

1
yi (t) = P
π

+∞


ui (τ )
dτ , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
t−τ

(5)

−∞

ϕi (t) = arctan

yi (t)
,
ui (t)

(6)

where ui (t) is the EEG signal after preprocessing (e.g., FIR
or spatial filtering + FIR) and P denotes the Cauchy principle value.
The root mean square value (RMS) was computed with
the FIR filtered signal, which can be considered as the BP
feature in the frequency band [f1 , f2 ] ([10, 15] Hz).
2.3 Evaluation and statistical significance tests

Despite the fact that phase synchrony might be formally
extended for an arbitrary broad-band signal, a clear physical meaning may only make sense for narrow-band signals
[17]. Therefore, we applied filtration to isolate the frequency band of interest from the background brain activity using an FIR type I with a band-pass of 10–15 Hz realized by Matlab fir1 (with hamming window applied) and
filter functions. FIR order was computed according to the
formula,

Order = Ncycle ∗ fs /f1 ,

(3)

where Ncycle is the number of cycles, fs corresponds to the
sampling
rate

 and f1 is the lower frequency bound in the
band f1 , f2 (e.g., [10, 15] Hz was chosen and f1 = 10 in
this study). The results are robust when Ncycle ranges from
4 to 6. In this article, only the results of Ncycle = 5 (sum
of squared errors, SSE = 0.35) were presented. We applied
the filter FIR and Hilbert transformation to compute PLV
since it was reported that there is no significant difference
between wavelet and Hilbert transform for determination of
phase with scalp EEG signals [17].
The PLV feature can be calculated from short data segments to ensure quasi-stationary [45]. We computed both
features by segmenting the data into 400 ms segments every
50 ms (in the same manner as amplitude features for online
cursor movement were determined) and by using the whole
trial of data (around 3–4 s). Either method of computing

Both PLV and BP were measured under monopolar and
Laplacian conditions. We evaluated user’s EEG control with r or r 2 [36], the proportion of the total variance
in EEG feature that was accounted for by different target
positions. The r value based on BP and PLV feature being
applied to show the direction of increase or decrease in task
2 compared with task 1 was computed by:
n
i=1 (xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

,
r = 
(7)
n
2 n
2
−
x̄)
−
ȳ)
(x
(y
i
i
i=1
i=1
correspondwhere the vector x1, … xn containing n values 
ing to the BP or PLV feature values, x̄ = n1 ni=1 xi and
another vector y1, …, yn containing n values corresponding
to the task label (e.g., +1 for
 top (task 1) and −1 for bottom (task 2) targets), ȳ = n1 ni=1 yi. Multiple linear regression was used for computing the r 2 value based on combined BP and PLV feature.
For statistical tests, the dependent variable for different
features (BP, PLV or the combined feature of BP and PLV)
was r 2.
Data analysis was performed off-line with Matlab2014
and all statistic tests were done with the SAS statistical
software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Repeated analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate the effects of
features (e.g., PLV features for different coupled channels),
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and target position (task 2 versus task 1) on target prediction abilities (r 2 based on BP, PLV and combined feature,
2 , r 2 , r 2 ) and data derivations (e.g., monopolar conrBP
PLV CF
dition, Laplacian condition). Means for ANOVA effects
that were significant were compared with Tukey’s adjustment for multiple comparisons. We used an alpha level
of p < 0.05 to describe statistical significance. Before
applying repeated ANOVA, Mauchly’s sphericity test was
applied. If the sphericity assumption was violated, the p
values and the degrees of freedom of all repeated measures
ANOVAs were adjusted by the method of Greenhouse–
Geisser (the estimate of sphericity was <0.75).

3 Results
3.1 PLV and BP features in monopolar and Laplacian
conditions
We computed the rBP (vector of 1 × 64) of all channels
and found that the largest absolute rBP value corresponded
Fig. 1  Opposite modulation
between BP (C3 area) and PLV
(FCz coupling with C3). Left
and right columns show the
topographies of rBP (top row)
rPLV (middle and bottom rows)
in monopolar and Laplacian
conditions, respectively, of task
2 versus task 1. Both BP and
PLV feature were evaluated
between 10 and 15 Hz. PLV
were measured by referring to
seed channel FCz (middle row)
and C3 (bottom row) channels,
respectively
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to channel C3. We also computed rPLV (a matrix of
64 × 64, by treating all 64 channels as seed channels,
respectively) of all PLV couplings and found the best pair
of channels to be C3 coupling with FCz. Figure 1 shows
the rBP (top row) and rPLV (middle and bottom rows with
PLV being computed by all other 63 channels coupled
with seed channels FCz and C3, respectively) based
topographies. The left column shows the monopolar condition, and the right column shows the Laplacian condition. Figure 1 top left panel shows that for all subjects the
amplitude feature at 10–15 Hz in task 2 is smaller than
that in task 1, indicating event-related desynchronization
(ERD) on the left side. However, the middle and bottom
left panels show that PLV between C3 and FCz in task
2 is larger than that in task 1. Therefore, the monopolar
condition (Fig. 1 left column) shows that the BP and PLV
vary in opposite directions during the cursor control task
[BP is located in the vicinity of the primary motor area
(M1) and PLV represents coupling between electrodes
near M1 and the supplementary motor area (SMA)].
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Spatial filtering is a common preprocessing operation in
EEG analysis. Using simulations, Tenke and Kayser [41]
showed that the surface Laplacian enhanced results for both
amplitude and phase coupling (coherence). However, simulation results are limited to the manner in which EEG is
modeled and must be evaluated by how well they explain
empirical studies. As discussed earlier, Brunner et al. [6]
recommended the use of monopolar EEG when using PLV
as a control feature. Figure 1 (top right panel) also shows
that when large Laplacian is applied, the correlation of
BP with target position is increased at C3 area comparing
with the corresponding rBP-based topography of monopolar
condition (Fig. 1 top left panel). This effect is consistent
with previous studies [20, 22], indicating that the Laplacian
method improves target prediction. However, the effect of
target position on phase coupling between C3 and FCz is
markedly reduced (Fig. 1 middle and bottom right panels)
comparing with that in the monopolar condition (Fig. 1
middle and bottom left panels).
We next did a statistical evaluation of amplitude at
FCz and C3 and PLV between C3 and FCz in both conditions. Two-way repeated ANOVA based on BP feature
in each condition shows that there is no significant interaction between channel location (two levels: C3 and FCz)

and task condition (two levels: task 1 and task 2) in both
monopolar and Laplacian condition. However, BP features
of C3 and FCz in both conditions decrease in task 2 compared with that in task 1 (F(1, 17) = 32.55, p < 0.0001
and F(1, 17) = 10.15, p < 0.0054, respectively, Fig. 2a).
For the PLV feature (Fig. 2b), a repeated one-way ANOVA
shows that PLV in task 2 is significant larger than that in
task 1 (F(1, 17) = 6.86, p < 0.018) in monopolar condition. However, there is no significant difference between
PLV in task 1 and that in task 2 in Laplacian condition. Figure 2a, b shows that there is opposite modulation between
BP (C3) and PLV (C3 coupling with FCz) in monopolar
condition. This opposite modulation is not due to the phenomenon of “focal ERD/surround ERS” [32] since ERD
occurs at both electrodes. However, when a large Laplacian was applied, the phase feature was reduced so that
the opposite modulation between BP and PLV did not
occur. The phase difference probability density distribution (Fig. 2c, d) shows that C3 and FCz were phase-locked
mainly at zero-phase difference for both tasks. However,
the phase difference distribution is much flatter when a
large Laplacian was applied (Fig. 2d) as compared to the
distribution for the monopolar condition (Fig. 2c).

Fig. 2  The BP and phase
feature in monopolar and Laplacian conditions. a Amplitude
feature (BP) for task 1 and
task 2 of C3 and FCz channels in both conditions. b PLV
feature for task 1 and task 2
between C3 and FCz channel
in monopolar and Laplacian
conditions. c, d The phase
difference distribution between
C3 and FCz in task 1 and task
2 in monopolar and Laplacian
condition, respectively
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Since C3 and FCz were phase-locked near zero-phase
difference for all subjects (Fig. 2c), there is a distinct possibility that the phase coupling (PLV) between C3 and FCz
was due to volume conduction rather than to long-distance
connectivity between the tissue near these recording sites.
The large Laplacian is expected to decrease the effects of
volume conduction [2, 11]. However, volume conduction
would not produce modulation of amplitude and phase
coupling in opposite directions (Fig. 2a, b monopolar
condition).
To further explore functional connectivity between
C3 and FCz, we compared the PLV feature of task 1 and
task 2 for C3 coupled with FC3, FC1 and FCz and contrasted this with coupling of C3 with CP3, CP1, and CPz
(Fig. 3a) in the monopolar condition. A repeated measures
ANOVA resulted in a significant interaction between electrode location (e.g., anterior: FC3, FC1, FCz; posterior:
CP3, CP1, CPz) and task condition (e.g., task 1 and task
2) (F(1.447, 24.599) = 7.09, p < 0.0073 corrected from
F(5, 85) = 7.09, p < 0.0001). Figure 3b shows two effects.
As the lateral to medial distance between C3 increases, PLV
decreases (coupling of C3 and FC3 > FC1 > FCz; coupling
of C3 and CP3 > CP1 > CPz). This effect of distance is
consistent with volume conduction which should decrease
with distance. In addition, there is a second trend in which

Fig. 3  a The electrodes layout
that involves C3, anterior (e.g.,
FC3, FC1, FCz), and posterior
electrodes (e.g., CP3, CP1,
CPz). b There is significant
interaction between task and
channel location at F(1.447,
24.599) = 7.09, p < 0.0073 with
Greenhouse–Geisser correction. PLV of C3 coupling with
FC1 and FCz is greater for
task 2 than task 1 (p < 0.02 and
p < 0.0001, respectively) by
Tukey’s post host test
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the anterior electrodes FC1 and FCz show a greater taskrelated effect than the posterior electrodes (e.g., CP1 and
CPz). Here, C3 coupling with FC1, and FCz is greater for
task 2 than task 1 ( p < 0.02 and p < 0.0001, respectively,
by Tukey’s post hoc test). In contrast, C3 coupling with
CP1, and CPz was not significantly different between tasks
1 and 2. This effect of task, present in anterior electrodes
(FC1, FCz) and absent in posterior electrodes (CP1, CPz),
would not be predicted on the basis of volume conduction.
Thus, the phase locking effects shown in Fig. 3 were the
result of the superposition of two effects: volume conduction and long-distance coupling between motor and premotor sites. This indicates that the PLV between C3 and FCz
is meaningful in the monopolar condition, and that after
applying a large Laplacian, the PLV feature was altered
(Fig. 2b, d).
3.2 Target prediction ability based on PLV and BP
in both monopolar and Laplacian conditions
Given that BP and PLV were modulated in opposite directions by target position in the monopolar condition and
that PLV was reduced in the Laplacian condition, we next
further explored the effects of spatial filtering. To this end,
2
we examined the prediction of target location by PLV (rPLV

Med Biol Eng Comput
2 of BP at
of PLV coupling between C3 and FCz), BP (rBP
2
C3), as well as PLV and BP combined (rCF) in both conditions. Table 1 shows for the monopolar condition that
2
the signed rPLV
was negative for most subjects, while the
2
signed rBP was positive. A repeated ANOVA based on
the r 2 values showed that there was a significant interaction between conditions (e.g., monopolar and Laplacian) and features (e.g., BP, PLV, and their combination)
(F(1.2524, 21.2908) = 19.9, p < 0.0001 corrected from
F(2, 34) = 19.9, p < 0.0001).
With monopolar data, Tukey’s post hoc statistic tests
show that the combination of PLV and BP was significantly
2 was greater than
better than either BP or PLV because rCF
2
2
rBP and rPLV, ( p < 0.0014 and p < 0.037, respectively).
2 and r 2
There was no significant difference between rBP
PLV
(0.097vs 0.124, p = 0.81), showing that the coupling
between C3 and FCz had similar target prediction ability
as the BP feature from the C3 electrode. These results further support the contention that PLV between C3 and FCz
was not entirely due to volume conduction, but rather that
it was probably due at least in part to real long-range synchrony. Furthermore, in the monopolar condition, BP and
PLV were unique features whose combination resulted in
better target prediction than either alone.
Target prediction effects for PLV between C3 and
FCz were largely eliminated by the use of the Laplacian
2
2
= 0.044). Tukey’s post hoc tests show that rPLV
(rPLV

Table 1  The signed r2 values
based on amplitude feature at
2 ), PLV between
C3 (signed rBP
2 ) and
C3 and FCz (signed rPLV
2
the r values based on their
2 ) for task
combined feature (rCF
2 versus task 1 in monopolar
and Laplacian condition

2
(Laplacian condition) was significantly smaller than rBP
(Laplacian condition) (0.044 vs 0.214, p < 0.0001) and
2
was significantly smaller than rPLV
(monopolar condition)
2
(0.044 vs 0.124, p < 0.012), demonstrating that rPLV
was
largely eliminated in the Laplacian condition. In addition,
2 compared
combining PLV with BP did not improve the rCF
2
with rBP (0.215 vs 0.224) in the Laplacian condition. Thus,
after applying the large Laplacian, there was little useful
information in PLV beyond that in BP, which is consistent
with the smaller PLV with no significant difference for task
1 and task 2 (Fig. 2b) and the flatter probability distribution
at zero-phase difference in Fig. 2d.
Tukey’s post hoc statistic also showed that there was
2 in Laplacian condino significant difference between rBP
2
2
tion and rCF in monopolar condition (0.215 vs 0.195), rCF
in Laplacian and monopolar conditions (0.224 vs 0.195). It
would thus appear that the large Laplacian signal combines
amplitude and phase information in the BP feature and
eliminates effects for the PLV feature.

3.3 Bipolar derivation effects
Given that the effects of the large Laplacian are probability
due to the combination of information from BP and PLV,
it would be instructive to study the simplest spatial filter
[37], a bipolar derivation using the phase-coupled areas
(e.g., C3–FCz). A one-way repeated ANOVA comparing

Monopolar condition

Laplacian condition

Subject

2
rBP

2
rPLV

2
rCF

2
rBP

2
rPLV

2
rCF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.148
0.088
0.167
0.028
0.168
0.065
0.005
0.068
0.134
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.564
0.091
0.000
0.011
0.063
0.134

0.205
0.309
0.200
0.160
0.364
0.092
0.042
0.132
0.264
0.113
0.004
0.029
0.614
0.318
0.033
0.018
0.201
0.406

0.235
0.328
0.017
−0.374
0.399
0.023
−0.012
0.154
0.339
−0.103
0.000
0.228
0.661
0.323
−0.004
−0.025
0.170
0.466

−0.027
0.010
0.006
0.045
−0.178
0.015
−0.002
0.016
0.020
−0.031
0.006
0.000
0.127
0.060
−0.005
−0.017
0.000
0.220

0.240
0.329
0.034
0.409
0.438
0.044
0.013
0.154
0.341
0.104
0.006
0.230
0.677
0.327
0.007
0.030
0.171
0.478

Mean

0.097

−0.034
−0.209
−0.112
0.156
−0.278
−0.014
0.042
−0.108
−0.093
0.113
−0.002
−0.018
−0.441
−0.202
−0.029
−0.003
−0.121
−0.265

0.195

0.157

0.015

0.224

−0.090
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2 of C3 channel in three conditions (e.g., monopolar,
the rBP
Laplacian, bipolar) resulted in a significant effect of condition (F(1.319, 22.423) = 13.39, p < 0.0006 with Greenhouse–Geisser correction) as illustrated in Fig. 4. Tukey’s
post hoc test shows that there was no significant differ2 of C3–FCz (bipolar condition) and C3
ence between rBP
(Laplacian condition) ( p = 0.76) and that both were significantly different from that of C3 (monopolar condition)
( p < 0.0007 and p < 0.0001, respectively). Since Table 1
shows that the Laplacian is likely to combine both amplitude and phase features into a single amplitude feature
and eliminate the target prediction information in phase,
we suggest that the bipolar channel C3–FCz has similar
effects.

4 Discussion
4.1 Volume conduction and zero‑phase coupling
The present study found an increase in PLV between C3
and FCz, at the same time that spectral amplitude decreased
at C3 and FCz. This coupling is consistent with the results
of several prior studies [1, 38, 48]. However, a local average reference was applied before computing PLV in two
studies [1, 38] and a large Laplacian was used in another
[48]. Thus, these studies did not examine data without
applying spatial filters (e.g., monopolar data). Moreover,
none of these prior studies describe zero-phase coupling
or volume conduction between the electrodes overlying the
SMA and M1 areas.
Wang et al. [44] compared bipolar channels between
C3–FCz and C4–FCz to the use of monopolar or CARreferenced signals for discriminating between motor imagination of right- and left-hand movement. They found that
both FCz-referenced and CAR-referenced signals were
better than monopolar recordings. These results are consistent with those of the present study. However, the present
results extend these findings by showing that these results
are due to the combined effects of amplitude modulation
and phase coupling rather than effects of opposite modulations of amplitude or reduction of alpha activity unrelated
to the task as suggested by Lou et al. [19]. In addition,
we have documented the anatomical specificity of these
phase relationships (Fig. 3). Finally, our results show that
the effects of electrode spacing with the surface Laplacian
transform involves phase effects.
Krusienski et al. [15] discussed zero-phase difference
between coupled channels at mu- and beta-rhythm bands,
but they considered only a limited number of channels.
For instance, FC1 and FCz channels were not included as
coupled channels when computing PLV. The present study
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2 value for prediction of target position of monopolar
Fig. 4  The rBP
C3, bipolar C3–FCz and C3 after spatial filtered by Laplacian in the
frequency range between 10 and 15 Hz (F(1.319, 22.423) = 13.39,
p < 0.0006 with Greenhouse–Geisser correction). Post hoc statistic
2 in bipotests show that there is no significant difference between rBP
lar and Laplacian condition. However, both of them are significantly
larger than that in monopolar condition

documents zero-phase coupling between electrodes overlying M1 and SMA in monopolar data during SMR control
tasks. Moreover, we provide evidence that this coupling is
not due solely to volume conduction, but is the result of a
contribution from long-range phase synchrony.
Andrew and Pfurtscheller [3] found that a “local average
reference” derivation (i.e., a Laplacian derivation) eliminated the increase in coupling with movement between C3
and C4 observe with nose reference data (i.e., monopolar
condition). They interpreted this effect of the Laplacian as
being due to the removal of volume conducted activity from
posterior visual areas and suggested that the derived signals better reflected the activity of the underlying cortical
generators. The results of the present study argue against
this interpretation. There are two findings from the present
study that suggest the coupling with approximately zerophase difference between C3 and FCz is not due entirely
to volume conduction. First, as illustrated in the topographies shown in Fig. 1, phase locking is maximal at C3 and
FCz and occurs to a lesser extent in channels between these
two sites. Effects due to volume conduction should produce
a graded decrease in all directions. Second, these spatial
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effects (illustrated in Fig. 3) show differential task-related
modulation of PLV at anterior and posterior electrodes in
addition to greater modulation at anterior electrodes closer
to the midline. All these findings are contrary to expectations that volume conduction should produce a positive
association of amplitude and PLV [3, 7].
4.2 Opposite modulation between BP and PLV
According to Mylonas et al. [27], phase synchronization
serves as a macroscopic binding mechanism and phase
desynchronization reflects the suppression of functional
binding in order to accomplish a task. If the BP feature at
any given channel is the reflection of the phase synchronization between elements in the immediate vicinity of the
electrode, then Fig. 5 provides a model that can explain
the opposite modulation between BP and PLV. In order to
produce synchronous activity that is recorded at the surface
many elements in the vicinity of an electrode must be coupled near zero phase. Otherwise, the activity of these elements recorded at a distance will cancel out. Thus, panel
(a) in Fig. 5 shows strong coupling between local elements. In Fig. 5 panel (b), local coupling at zero phase is
reduced, producing an ERD. However, coupling at a distant
site increases, resulting in an increase in PLV. Thus, Fig. 5
illustrates a possible scenario for how the long-distance
functional binding (PLV) between C3 and FCz and BP of
C3 changes in opposite directions as observed in this paper.
Essentially local coupling is reduced while at the same time
distant coupling increases.
4.3 Spatial filters
Spatial filter operations are often applied to improve the
SNR of a BCI that uses mu and beta rhythms [22]. McFarland [20] and McFarland et al. [22] compared different

spatial filters and found that both large Laplacian and
CAR could provide a higher SNR than either small Laplacian (with a distance of 3 cm) or a monopolar derivation.
McFarland [20] concluded that the large Laplacian can
reduce spatial noise [22] and constrain potential sources of
the signal [40]. This is consistent with the present results
where BP at C3 with large Laplacian data (Fig. 1 top right
panel) produced a larger ERD than that with monopolar
2 in monopolar and Laplacian
data (Fig. 1 top left panel, rBP
condition in Table 1). However, McFarland [20] did not
consider phase effects.
In the present study, when a large Laplacian was
applied, the probability distribution of phase relationships
between C3 and FCz was markedly altered (Fig. 2d vs
Fig. 2c). Moreover, the large Laplacian appears to combine
amplitude and phase information into a single amplitude
feature, resulting in little information remaining in PLV for
target prediction (Table 1). The results of the present study
demonstrate potential problems with using spatial filters to
examine PLV.
Tenke and Kayser [41] argued for the use of the surface Laplacian in studies of EEG phase relationships (e.g.,
coherence). They support this assertion with the results of
a simulation based on a 4-sphere head model with pure
cosine or sine waveform at one specific frequency. However, actual EEG signals are probably the result of a mixture of many sources that may have complex phase relationships that were not evaluated in these simulations.
The bipolar derivation between C3 and FCz may have
considerable potential for use as a control signal. The bipo2 than
lar channel C3–FCz produces a significantly better rBP
the monopolar channel at C3 and has similar target prediction ability as that of C3 with a large Laplacian. At the
same time, the bipolar channel requires fewer electrodes
and is thus more efficient and less susceptible to effects of
occasional noisy channels. The enhancement of the signal

Fig. 5  Local reduction and distal increase in connectivity with
event-related desynchronization.
In a the neural elements near an
electrode (e.g., C3) show strong
bi-directional coupling while
elements at a distance show
less coupling. In b coupling is
reduced locally, producing an
event-related desynchronization. At the same time, coupling
with distant elements increases
(e.g., neural units in the vicinity
of FCz)
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with a bipolar derivation is not due to the amplitude based
“focal ERD/surround ERS” [32] effect (there are also
amplitude decreases in task 2 for FCz channel, Fig. 2a
monopolar). Rather, the enhancement appears to be due to
the fact that the bipolar channel combines phase and amplitude information in a manner similar to the large Laplacian.
Thus, the bipolar derivation (e.g., C3–FCz) combines the
information available in amplitude and phase features with
fewer channels than that required to compute large Laplacian. The use of bipolar channels provides a very efficient
way to optimize the recording setup since only two signal
electrodes and the ground need to be attached. In contrast,
the Laplacian generally requires five electrodes to record
the signals as well as a reference and ground. It may also
be important to consider that other spatial filters, such as
those produced by common spatial patterns or independent
components analysis [14] may also combine amplitude and
phase information. Knowledge of potential phase effects on
spatial filters may ultimately aid in the design of better spatial filters.
It is a common practice to use Fz, FCz or Cz as a reference when recording EEG for investigations of neurophysiological phenomena [26, 42] including studies examining
coherence [25]. The present results suggest that interpretations could potentially be biased since all recordings are
then bipolar with respect to this reference.
4.4 Implications and limitations
Several authors have asserted that zero-phase coupling is
not meaningful because it is due simply to volume conduction [28, 31]. Indeed, these authors propose that indices
of coupling completely eliminate effects at zero lag. Others have suggested that coupling at a zero-phase difference
between channels might reflect real long-distance phaselocking [4, 12]. Using simulations, Gollo et al. [12] found
that zero-phase coupling may be indicative of a resonance
pair of mutually coupled nodes or of a third source providing a common drive. Thus, there are theoretical reasons for
not summarily dismissing coupling with zero-phase lag.
The present study is based on EEG data after ten sessions of training on a BCI task. The degree of training
might affect the degree of elimination of PLV by spatial filtering. For example, the results in [45] shows that after spatial filtering by CAR, there is still additional information in
PLV between electrodes in M1 and that in SMA areas for
task prediction for EEG data with not much training. Thus,
it would be interesting to study whether large Laplacian has
the similar effects on PLV feature for untrained EEG data
from motor imaginary tasks. It is also interesting to study
whether other spatial filters, for instance, common spatial
patterns or independent components analysis, have similar
effects on PLV feature.
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5 Conclusion
This study found that coupling between C3 and FCz
at approximately zero-phase delay provided information about target location in addition to that provided
by amplitude. The zero-phase coupling was likely due
to long-range synchronization because amplitude and
coupling were modulated in opposite directions by target position. When large Laplacian spatial filtering was
applied these phase effects were eliminated. This likely
indicates that spatial filters may combine both amplitude
and phase information. Amplitude and phase information can more efficiently be combined by use of a bipolar
derivation.
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